
Add the word suggest to these sentences.

I                        that you listen  
very carefully.  

What would you                       that we have  
for lunch? 

Can you                        a good place to visit? 

You're not the first person to                   that. 

Trace the word suggest. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word suggest. 

 
 
 

  Write the word suggest in as many different 
tenses as you can.

 
 
 
 

Write your own statement containing the word suggest.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word suggest
sugjest                    sudgest                    surgest

Write the syllables of the word 
suggest inside the hands.

Which of the letters below is not in 
the word suggest?

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: suggest 1

Complete the word suggest.

 suggest     su        t          g                  est  sug           

Which word class does the 
word suggest belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

ug

te

d

g

s

s
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Add the word symbol to these sentences.

   
A dove is a                      of peace.

 
What does this                      mean? 

Insert the correct                     into  
the equation. 

An expensive car is a status                     . 

Trace the word symbol. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word symbol. 

 
 
 

Explain the importance of the letter ‘y’ in 
the word symbol.

 
 
 
 

Write your own question containing the word symbol.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word symbol.

   simbol                        cymbol           symball

Write the syllables of the word 
symbol inside the hands.

Which of the letters below is not  
in the word symbol?

Complete the word symbol.

symbol     sy        l  s       b         sym                  bol

Which word class does the 
word symbol belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

ybs

l om

i
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Add the word system to these sentences. 
 

They changed the                     .

 
Our central heating                     is broken.

 
We have a good security                    .

 
Do you know how this  
                        works?

Use a dictionary to define the 
word system. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
system inside the hands.

Which of the letters below is not in 
the word system?

Which word class does the 
word system belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

esy

t dm

Trace the word system. 
 

  Explain the importance of the letter ‘y’ in 
the word system?

 
 
 

Write your own statement containing the word system. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word system. 
 

  sistem              cystum                systum

Complete the word system.

 system     sys         s             m          tem   sy         m 

s
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Add the word temperature to these sentences. 
 

What is the                            in this room? 
 

When I was ill, the nurse took  
my                           .

 
The                            has fallen since  

this morning.

 
The                            will be high today. 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word temperature. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
temperature inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
temperature is missing below?

Which word class does the 
word temperature belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

Trace the word temperature. 
 

Write your own exclamation containing the word temperature as a noun. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word temperature. 
 

  temprature      temprachure              tempareture

Complete the word temperature.

temperature                  ture   tem         a       temper            temp         ure 

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word temperature?

 
 
 

mp

tr

e

e

a

r

u

t
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Add the word thorough to these sentences. 
 

My report said, 'Will is slow but  
                   in maths." 

 
They completed a                   investigation

The vet gave my cat a                   checkup. 
 

Will you do a                    search?

Trace the word thorough. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word thorough. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word thorough belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word thorough.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word thorough.

 thurugh               thurrouh         thurruh

Write the syllables of the word 
thorough inside the hands.

Which letter from the word thorough 
is missing below?

Complete the word thorough.

  thorough

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

 thor        th        u                ough th          gh

uoh

ug

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word thorough.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

u
r

t

o


